INTRODUCTION
The centromere in all eukaryotic organisms plays a critical role in chromosome segregation in mitosis and meiosis. Centromeres are the site where the kinetochore is built. The kinetochore mediates the attachment of chromosomes to spindle microtubules. The centromere is defined by specific DNA sequences as well as by a specialized chromatin structure. Although centromere proteins are evolutionarily conserved among all organisms, the DNA sequence at the centromere is not conserved. Centromeres range in size from the 125 bp found in budding yeast to kilobases in Schizosaccharomyces pombe to several megabases in humans. Centromeres in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae are short, simple, and consist of common sequence elements (CDE I, CDE II, and CDE III) (Fitzgerald-Hayes et al., 1982) . This sequence is the DNA component of a single Cse4-containing nucleosome at the centromere of each chromosome (Camahort et al., 2009; Cole et al., 2011; Furuyama and Biggins, 2007; Meluh et al., 1998) . In contrast to the variability between centromeric DNA sequences, all eukaryotic centromeres are universally marked by a centromere-specific histone variant (CenH3). This variant is called CENP-A in humans, CID in flies, and Cse4 in budding yeast. This variant is essential for kinetochore formation and proper chromosome segregation (Henikoff and Dalal, 2005; Meluh and Koshland, 1997) . Cse4 can functionally substitute for CENP-A (Wieland et al., 2004) , suggesting that the structure of CenH3 nucleosomes is evolutionarily conserved.
Although it is clear that a histone variant replaces H3 at centromeres, and these nucleosomes are very important for proper chromosome segregation, their structure is unclear. Because these nucleosomes specify the centromere, they are likely to have unique characteristics. Several models have been proposed for the structure of these nucleosomes, including octasomes, hemisomes/heterotypic tetrasomes, and hexasomes (Black and Cleveland, 2011) . The most conventional model is an octameric configuration, having two copies of H4, H2B, H2A, and Cse4 (Camahort et al., 2009; Conde e Silva et al., 2007; Foltz et al., 2006; Kingston et al., 2011; Palmer et al., 1987; Palmer and Margolis, 1985; Shelby et al., 1997; Zhou et al., 2011) and DNA wrapping with a conventional left-handed wrap (Sekulic et al., 2010) . The hemisome/heterotypic tetrasome model is a highly unique model based initially on experimental evidence from Drosophila S2 cells (Dalal et al., 2007) and further supported by additional evidence in yeast (Furuyama and Henikoff, 2009 ) and human cells (Dimitriadis et al., 2010) . This model proposes that a single copy of each histone is present in the nucleosome, and DNA is wrapped in a right-handed configuration. A third proposed model is the hexasome, in which a tetramer of Cse4 and H4 is joined by two copies of the nonhistone protein Scm3 (Mizuguchi et al., 2007; Xiao et al., 2011) . Additional models (tetrasome, trisome, and reversome) have also been proposed, but they lack substantial experimental evidence (Black and Cleveland, 2011) .
The timing of deposition of the centromeric H3 variant with respect to the cell cycle varies in different species. Photobleaching of Cse4-GFP in budding yeast in anaphase showed that the GFP signal did not recover until the following S phase, (Pearson et al., 2004) , suggesting Cse4 is deposited in S phase. In humans, CENP-A is expressed during G2, after S-phase is completed, but deposition occurs in late telophase to early G1 phase (Jansen et al., 2007) . In Drosophila embryos, CID deposition takes place at anaphase (Schuh et al., 2007) but during metaphase in S2 cells (Mellone et al., 2011) . In Schizosaccharomyces pombe, CENP-A (Cnp1) appears to be able to load both in a replication dependent and independent manner (Takahashi et al., 2000; Takahashi et al., 2005; Takayama et al., 2008) . In Arabidopsis, it is reported that loading of CENP-A occurs mainly in G2 phase (Lermontova et al., 2006) . Together these reports suggest that the timing of CENP-A deposition varies in different organisms.
We present evidence for a structural oscillation of centromeric nucleosomes in budding yeast. We developed a unique method to quantify the number of Cse4-EGFP molecules per centromeric nucleosome cluster in vivo by using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) coupled with calibrated avalanche photodiode (APD)-confocal imaging. Interestingly, when we quantified the number of Cse4-EGFP molecules per centromere cluster we find 16 Cse4-EGFP/cluster at G1/S/M/telophase and 32 at anaphase. (A) Time-lapse series of a centromere cluster followed from G1 to telophase indicates that Cse4 intensity doubles in anaphase. Quantification of centromere localized Cse4-EGFP-fluorescence shows that at anaphase the intensity doubled compared to G1 and telophase (n = 14). (B) The spindle pole body (SPB) was used as a cell-cycle stage marker, and the distances were measured between SPBs and centromere clusters in 3D by using ImageJ. (C) Anaphase centromeric clusters are brighter than clusters in G1/telophase cells. The left panel shows a heat map for centromeric Cse4-EGFP brightness in different stages of cells. The numbers in the image indicate cell-cycle phase based on bud morphology: (1) G1, (2) early S phase, (3) M, (4) early anaphase, (5) late anaphase, and (6) telophase. Centromeric clusters in M and late anaphase are brighter than those in G1 or telophase. See Figure S1 and Movie S1. , our results suggest that one copy of Cse4 is present per nucleosome at G1/S/M/telophase and two copies of Cse4 are present per nucleosome at anaphase. Measuring the distance between the spindle pole bodies (SPBs) reveals that the apparent structural change occurs during early anaphase and is complete by anaphase B. Furthermore, fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) measurements and sequential coimmunoprecipitation are both consistent with two copies of Cse4 per centromeric nucleosome at anaphase. Both Cse4 structures contain H2A, but the anaphase structure lacks the histone chaperone Scm3. Taken together, our experimental evidence supports a cell-cycle-coupled oscillation between an octasome and a hemisome at the centromere.
RESULTS

Cse4-EGFP Intensity Doubles during Anaphase B
In budding yeast, centromeres are clustered throughout the mitotic cell cycle (Jin et al., 1998; Jin et al., 2000) . Thus, centromeric Cse4-EGFP is visible as a single focus in the nucleus of living yeast cells. We measured the centromeric fluorescence intensity of Cse4-EGFP per nucleus throughout the cell cycle. Because all sister centromeres are grouped within one cluster until metaphase, and then separate into two centromere clusters in anaphase, we expected a 50% drop of the fluorescence intensity per cluster in anaphase compared to the value observed in late S/M. Subsequently, the fluorescence intensity is expected to increase only in the next S phase (Pearson et al., 2004) . When clusters initially separated, we observed a drop in fluorescent intensity. However, as anaphase progressed we observed a 2-fold increase in the same cell cycle ( Figure 1A and Movie S1 and Figure S1 available online) compared to G1/telophase. Cell-cycle staging was based on the bud morphology and centromere cluster position. To specifically assign the cell-cycle phase when this intensity increase occurred, we used Spc42-mCherry as a marker for the spindle pole body (SPB) to demarcate the cell-cycle stage. The distance between the SPBs was measured in 3D. Because the distance between SPBs increases slowly from 1-2 mm during G2/M and then rapidly to 4-10 mm during anaphase B (Yeh et al., 1995) , we compared the distance between the SPB and Cse4-EGFP intensity over the cell cycle. As shown in Figure 1 , intensity doubled at anaphase B.
Next, we specifically examined the brightness differences between G1 and anaphase B cells in the same imaging focus. We collected a z stack image of an asynchronous cell culture where we visualized cells in many stages of the cell cycle, generated maximum intensity projection of the entire z stacks, and then developed a heat map ( Figure 1C ). In Figure 1C there is a clear difference in brightness between the centromeric spots of anaphase (cell 5) versus G1 cells (cell 1). Single metaphase Figure 1) . FRET was not detected for G1, S, or M phase cells. Following centromere cluster separation, FRET is observed. Error bars represent ± the standard deviation.
(C) Cse4-Cse4 interaction occurs only during anaphase. Sequential ChIP was performed on MNase-treated chromatin from strain MM118 by using primers that amplify 125-bp of CEN3 sequence (Krassovsky et al., 2012) . The signal from each XChIP has been divided by the signal obtained with total chromatin. The GAL2 gene serves as a negative control for Cse4 localization.
Error bars represent ± the average deviation.
clusters were also brighter than the separated or G1/telophase clusters because at this stage two copies of each chromosome are present. This measurement suggested that the intensity of the centromere cluster doubled during anaphase.
Cse4-Cse4 Interaction Is
Restricted to Anaphase at Centromeres Because the brightness measurements suggested the doubling of intensity in anaphase B, we examined this result further by additional methods. We previously reported that Cse4-Cse4 interaction is critical for Cse4 function (Camahort et al., 2009) . We used FRET to ask whether Cse4-Cse4 interaction could be detected in the centromere cluster and if so, when it occurred. We made a diploid strain that has one copy of Cse4 tagged with EGFP and a second copy tagged with mCherry. The fluorescence intensity of the Cse4-EGFP was measured at centromeres from the most intense focal slice of a z stack. Immediately following the collection of the initial z stack, the Cse4-mCherry in the entire cell was irreversibly photobleached by using 561 nm excitation. The intensity of Cse4-EGFP in the centromere was remeasured after acceptor photobleaching. In the case where the donor (Cse4-EGFP) is undergoing FRET (Figure 2A ), irreversible photobleaching of the acceptor probe will result in increased fluorescence of the donor (Cse4-EGFP) (see Experimental Procedures for more details).
We measured the FRET efficiency in cycling cells (n = 257), and noticed that cells in anaphase B had high levels of FRET, whereas G1/S/M phase cells (n = 146) did not show FRET (Figure 2B) . In early anaphase cells we also observed FRET (Figure 2B) . The simplest interpretation is that the FRET signal is due to Cse4-Cse4 interaction in a single nucleosome during anaphase. However, we cannot rule out the possibility of interactions between nucleosomes. In other phases of the cell cycle, where no FRET is observed, the simplest interpretation is that either there is one copy of Cse4 per centromeric nucleosome or Cse4 is not in a configuration to exhibit FRET with other Cse4 molecules. We note that similarly sized clusters were used for FRET analysis over the cell cycle.
To further test Cse4-Cse4 interactions at the centromere during anaphase, we used a sequential ChIP procedure (Camahort et al., 2009) . Yeast cells expressing Cse4-Myc and Cse4-FLAG were staged in the cell cycle. Using MNase digested chromatin, the Cse4-Myc protein was immunoprecipitated, and once eluted from the beads, we performed a second immunoprecipitation with anti-Flag antibody. If the two proteins are present in the same nucleosome at the centromere, then this procedure should immunoprecipitate centromeric DNA. We tested whether CEN DNA was enriched relative to a control in which the anti-Flag antibody was omitted from the second step. We found that CEN DNA was enriched in the anaphase samples, but not in an S phase or G2/M sample ( Figure 2C ), consistent with the interaction between Cse4 molecules at centromeres being confined to anaphase.
There Are Two Copies of Cse4 per Centromere at Anaphase and One Copy at G1/S/M/Telophase Because the brightness analysis and FRET measurements suggested a change in copy number and structure of Cse4 nucleosomes at anaphase, we wanted to further determine the exact Cse4 copy number at centromere clusters throughout the cell cycle. To quantify the number of Cse4-EGFP molecules in the yeast centromere, we developed a unique method to quantify the protein numbers in live cells by using FCS and calibrated imaging ( Figure 3 ) and used it to quantify the number of Cse4-EGFP molecules per centromere cluster for cycling cells (n = 420). We observed two distribution peaks, one at 16 Cse4-EGFP molecules per cluster and another at 32 ( Figure 4A ).
To determine the correspondence between the number of Cse4s/centromeric nucleosome and cell-cycle stage, we sorted the cells based on the bud morphology and centromere cluster position. In the case of G1 cells, the distribution centered at 16 Cse4-EGFP per cluster ( Figure 4A middle panel), suggesting only one copy of Cse4 per centromeric nucleosome. In mid-and late anaphase cells the distribution centered at 32 Cse4-EGFP per cluster ( Figure 4A bottom panel). In order to rule out the possibility that changes in EGFP fluorescence over the cell cycle caused two distributions, we examined the copy number of another inner kinetochore protein, Mif2/ CENP-C. The average Mif2 copy number was similar in G1 and late anaphase ( Figure S2 ), suggesting there is one copy per (C) To determine number of Cse4-EGFP per centromere, it was necessary to distinguish the emission emanating from the point centromere cluster from the background nuclear Cse4 signal. Therefore, we selected the z slice where each centromere cluster was best in focus and fit the profile to a 2D Gaussian distribution and selected the value of the peak minus the background as the intensity.
(D) g from a point source is equal to 1; therefore we directly compared the intensity of the centromere cluster to the intensity we obtained for cytosolic EGFP by using identical imaging parameters. centromere throughout the cell cycle. These data help rule out that the two distributions for Cse4 are due to a fluctuation in Cse4-EGFP signal over the cell cycle. In order to minimize the error from the cluster size variation, we evaluated similarly sized clusters ( Figure S3 ).
To further confirm the Cse4 copy number at G1, we arrested the cells with a factor and counted the Cse4-EGFP molecules. The arrested cells had 16 copies per centromere cluster (Figure 4B, top panel) , consistent with the round/unbudded cells from an asynchronous culture. Because we observed Cse4-EGFP brightness increasing during early anaphase, we next examined the Cse4 copy number during the transition period. We synchronized the cells with hydroxyurea, then with nocodazole, and then released them immediately prior to imaging. The distribution centered at 21 Cse4-EGFP molecules per cluster ( Figure 4B bottom panel), consistent with these clusters being in a transition period.
We confirmed the karyotype of our Cse4-EGFP haploid strain and a diploid strain by using qPCR ( Figure S4A ). For the diploid strain we observed 32 copies of Cse4/centromere cluster for cells in G1 phase and 64 copies of Cse4/centromere cluster for cells in late anaphase ( Figure S4B ). We note that the Cse4-EGFP strain from the UCSF collection is aneuploid; the distribution is shifted as expected ( Figure S4 ).
To define the precise cell-cycle stage where the transition from one to two copies of Cse4 occurs, we monitored the position of SPBs ( Figure 4C ) and plotted the number of Cse4-EGFP per cluster as a function of SPB distance ( Figure 4D ). Two major distributions were evident, and we classified them into two groups based on the SPB distance: (1) <3 mm (early anaphase) and (2) >3 mm (anaphase B). At a SPB distance of >3 mm, the fluorescence measurements suggest that there are two Cse4-EGFP copies per centromere. In the <3 mm group, the brightness for the centromeric clusters ranged from 15 to 36 Cse4-EGFP copies per cluster ( Figure 4D i) . In the >3 mm group, the majority of cells ranged from 28-36 Cse4-EGFP copies per cluster (Figure 4D ii) . Interestingly, a few centromeric clusters were in the brightness range from 15 to 26 at higher SPB distances (4-8 mm) (Figure 4D iii). One possible explanation for this variability could be a structural change at telophase when the centromeric clusters retract from the longest spindle position. Our results suggest that the transition from one to two copies of Cse4/nucleosome occurs in the <3 mm group, which is during early anaphase.
To ensure that differences in fluorescence intensity of Cse4-EGFP and cytosolic-free EGFP were due to differences in protein concentration and not quenching, fluorescent lifetime images were obtained by using pulsed two-photon excitation at 920 nm and the same detection setup as used for confocal imaging. We did not detect differences in fluorescent lifetime between EGFP and Cse4-EGFP or between Cse4-EGFP in different phases of the cell cycle ( Figure 4F) .
Recently, two groups have reported that budding yeast have 4-8 copies of Cse4 per centromere (Coffman et al., 2011; Lawrimore et al., 2011) . One challenge is to try to reconcile these data with our own. One group measured Cse4 copy number in both G1 and anaphase cells and found that the copy number doubled in anaphase (Coffman et al., 2011) , in nice agreement with our results. To explain the differences observed in Lawrimore et al. (2011) and Coffman et al. (2011) versus our studies, we explored three possibilities: (1) aneuploidy, (2) differences in centromeric chromatin in different strain backgrounds and (3) differences in the molecular ruler used. We used qPCR and found no aneuploidy ( Figure S5A ). Lawrimore et al. (2011) and Coffman et al. (2011) shared strains, so the analysis is applicable to both studies. We used strains A and B from Lawrimore et al. (2011) to examine Cse4-GFP over the cell cycle. Both strains behaved nearly identically to our primary strain in terms of both Cse4-GFP copy number and the oscillation in copy number over the cell cycle ( Figure S5 ), indicating there are not major differences in centromeric chromatin behavior or the number of Cse4 molecules in the centromere cluster in different strain backgrounds. Recent ChIP seq data confirm that there is a single Cse4 nucleosome per centromere . The last possibility we explored was how the molecular ruler used by Lawrimore et al. (2011) , composed of GFP on a glass slide (1 GFP), motB-GFP in Escherichia coli (22 GFP), and viral coat protein VLP2/6 (120 GFP), compared to our measurements. Whereas the fluorescence of GFP on a glass slide was technically challenging to measure, its fluorescence lifetime was similar to EGFP expressed in yeast, and these measurements were consistent with our Cse4-EGFP measurements (data not shown). In contrast, E. coli motB-GFP had a shorter lifetime than Cse4-EGFP in yeast ( Figure S6 ), suggesting mot-B should not be used to quantify Cse4-GFP. We did not analyze VLP2/6-GFP. The FCS/calibrated imaging method we have developed in conjunction with its verification by using known standards in the nuclear pore complex (see Figure 6 ), all conducted in live yeast, constitute an accurate measuring technique for determining the number of Cse4 molecules in the centromere cluster.
Cse4 Can Be Deposited during Anaphase
The transition during early anaphase was very surprising to us. It seemed paradoxical to consider a structural change at anaphase, when previous data indicated deposition of Cse4 during S phase (Pearson et al., 2004) . We decided to use fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) to examine whether Cse4-EGFP recovers in the same cell cycle after photobleaching. We followed live cells where two centromeric clusters had just separated. We photobleached the centromere clusters. After 25 min, we observe recovery of Cse4 foci, when cells were in anaphase B. The average recovery of each cluster was 38% (n = 6), although there was some variability ( Figure 5 and Movie S2). We also confirmed this recovery by bleaching whole cells (data not shown). In summary, all movies show recovery in anaphase when photobleaching is performed upon clusters that have just separated. If we bleach later in anaphase, we do not observe recovery until the next S phase (data not shown), consistent with the previous report (Pearson et al., 2004) .
The deposition of Cse4 observed during S phase is likely to represent the assembly of new Cse4 nucleosomes with DNA replication. In contrast, the incorporation of new Cse4 during anaphase indicates instability associated with Cse4 nucleosomes that likely corresponds with the transition from one copy to two copies, consistent with the ability of centromeric (Krassovsky et al., 2012) . Cells were double synchronized, first with hydroxyurea and second with nocodazole, and after release time points were taken and cell-cycle stage was scored by DAPI staining and cell morphology. Error bars represent ± the average deviation. GAL2 is a negative control for Scm3 localization. Without antibody, the XChIP/qPCR signal was <10% of the total signal; this has been subtracted from the values presented.
Cse4 nucleosomes to undergo a transition during this window of the cell cycle. Because Cse4 does not recover in telophase or G1 after bleaching in midanaphase (Pearson et al., 2004) , the transition from two copies of Cse4 back to one may not require new deposition.
Scm3 is a Cse4 nucleosome assembly factor that is present at centromeres. To explore how Scm3 might contribute to the transition, we conducted ChIP in staged cells. We found a very short window in anaphase during which the signal for Scm3 decreases ( Figure 5C ) (Mishra et al., 2011) . The timing suggests that the absence of Scm3 coincides with the transition to the structure containing two copies of Cse4. The disappearance of Scm3 at centromeres during mitosis has also been reported in S. pombe (Pidoux et al., 2009; Williams et al., 2009 ), suggesting this behavior is evolutionarily conserved. Furthermore, structural studies show that Cse4/CENP-A uses the same interface to interact with Scm3/HJURP and a second molecule of Cse4/CENP-A (Cho and Harrison, 2011; Hu et al., 2011) , consistent with the absence of Scm3/HJURP during the period of time that the structure contains two copies of Cse4/ CENP-A.
Brightness Comparison between Cse4 and Nup49, a Component of the NPC Extensive work in the yeast S. cerevisiae and in vertebrates has elucidated the molecular architecture of the nuclear pore complex (NPC). The subunits of the NPC, known as nucleoporins, are present at 8, 16, or 32 copies (Alber et al., 2007a; Alber et al., 2007b; Cronshaw et al., 2002; Rout et al., 2000; Wente and Rout, 2010) . We compared the Cse4-EGFP centromere cluster brightness to a single NPC, marked with Nup49-EGFP, which is predicted to be present at 16 copies per NPC. Single NPCs are most easily visualized during anaphase (Antonin et al., 2008; Shcheprova et al., 2008; Winey et al., 1997) . We mixed cells expressing Cse4-EGFP and Nup49-EGFP on a slide and collected z stack images, generated maximum intensity projections of the entire z stacks, and then developed a heat map. We found that during anaphase, centromeric clusters were brighter than a single Nup49-EGFP containing NPC ( Figure 6A top panel) , whereas during G1, centromeric clusters were similar in brightness to the single NPC ( Figure 6A bottom panel) . This comparison strongly suggests that in G1 the number of Cse4-EGFP molecules in a centromere cluster is comparable to the number of Nup49-EGFP molecules in a single NPC and that in anaphase the number of Cse4-EGFP molecules in a centromere cluster is larger than the number of Nup49-EGFP molecules.
Next we used our unique FCS calibration method to count Nup159 (eight copies), Nup49, and Nic96 (32 copies) in a single NPC. We collected data for the Nups along with Cse4 in a similar experimental set up. The distribution for Nup159-EGFP, Nup49-EGFP, and Nic96-EGFP per NPC centered around 9.5, 17.7, and 34.2, whereas the distribution for Cse4-EGFP centered around 17.3 at G1 and around 32.7 at anaphase B ( Figure 6B ). To further confirm that we were quantifying the signal from single NPCs, we used a strain expressing Nup49-EGFP and collected data from several NPC ''spots'' during anaphase; we included only diffraction limited signals that could be either single or multiple NPCs. We could detect spots that had a signal in multiples of 16 for Nup49-EGFP ( Figure S7 ), demonstrating our ability to identify single NPCs. These data establish that the FCS method can count EGFP tagged proteins with reasonable accuracy and provides further support for the claim that the copy number of Cse4-EGFP oscillates between 16 and 32 molecules per cluster.
Many studies have used Cse4-EGFP copy number as a metric for the copy number of a protein of interest. We suggest that the Nups may provide a better measuring stick because (1) the copy number does not change over the cell cycle, and (2) the copy number should not vary with ploidy.
The Anaphase Behavior of Cse4 Is Evolutionarily Conserved in Candida albicans
To ask whether our observations in budding yeast were evolutionarily conserved in another yeast species, we used Candida albicans, which has a simple regional centromere. Each centromere, which contains no defined sequence, is composed of a mean of four CENP-A-containing nucleosomes and one kinetochore with one microtubule attachment site (Allshire and Karpen, 2008; Joglekar et al., 2008; Mishra et al., 2007) . The intensity of Cse4-GFP centromere clusters doubled at late anaphase (Figure 6D and Movie S3), similar to our observations in budding yeast. Photobleaching performed upon centromere clusters separated in early anaphase showed recovery of CaCse4 foci in late anaphase ( Figure 6E and Movie S4). The average recovery was 42% (n = 3) ( Figure 6F) . Thus, the anaphase behavior of Cse4 is conserved in a regional centromere across 180 million years of evolution.
The Biochemical Properties of Scm3-Assembled Cse4 Nucleosomes Are Distinct from Nap1-Assembled Cse4 Nucleosomes Cse4/CENP-A-containing nucleosomes can be assembled in vitro (Camahort et al., 2009; Kingston et al., 2011; Shelby et al., 1997; Shivaraju et al., 2011; Yoda et al., 2000) . Scm3 is a Cse4-specific nucleosome assembly factor (Shivaraju et al., 2011) . Similarly, the mammalian ortholog of Scm3, HJURP, facilitates deposition of CENP-A/H4 tetramers on DNA (Shuaib et al., 2010) . We compared Cse4 nucleosomes assembled by Scm3 and a canonical histone chaperone, Nap1. Chromatin was reconstituted by using Scm3 or Nap1, digested with MNase, and subjected to gel filtration chromatography to isolate mononucleosomes ( Figure 7A) . We examined the proteins in the fractions where the DNA size was 100-150 bp. In a control reaction lacking histones only small fragments of DNA are observed (<100 bp). Fractions from both the Nap1 and Scm3 reconstitutions had all four histones ( Figure 7B ). In addition, the presence of Scm3 suggests Scm3 remains associated with the Cse4 mononucleosomes ( Figure 7C ). The mononucleosomes assembled with Scm3 displayed a different elution profile than those assembled with Nap1, suggesting the two species may be different. Nap1 assembled Cse4 mononucleosomes behaved as larger species (530 ± 10 kDa) than Scm3 assembled mononucleosomes (330 ± 10 kDa) ( Figure 7D ). The elution of Nap1 assembled H3 mononucleosomes is shown for comparison. H3 is 15 kDa, whereas Cse4 is 27 kDa, which in part explains the difference in Nap1 assembled Cse4 and H3 nucleosomes. In addition, the discrepancy between the elution profile of Cse4 mononucleosomes and their expected size could be attributed to the shape of the complexes (Dechassa et al., 2011) . Two possible explanations could account for these observations: (1) the Scm3 nucleosomes could be a compacted octasome species or (2) the complex could be a hemisome.
One of the distinguishing features of the octasome and hemisome is the direction of DNA wrapping on these nucleosomes (Furuyama and Henikoff, 2009; Zhou et al., 2011) . We evaluated the supercoiling of DNA on Cse4 nucleosomes assembled by Nap1 or by Scm3 by using a standard plasmid supercoiling assay (Shivaraju et al., 2011) . Once chromatin is assembled on a plasmid, the proteins can be removed but the topology will be maintained. The supercoils will reflect the direction the DNA was wrapped. On a normal agarose gel, we can measure the extent of nucleosome assembly by the observation of topoisomers (Furuyama and Henikoff, 2009; Prunell, 1998) . If the topoisomers are electrophoresed in the presence of chloroquine, which reduces the twist of DNA (Furuyama and Henikoff, 2009; Prunell, 1998) , we can determine whether the supercoiling is positive or negative. Because the linking number is fixed in a covalently closed plasmid, the reduction in twist (Tw) must be compensated for by an increase in writhe (Wr), expressed as DLk = DTw + DWr (Prunell, 1998) . In a chloroquine-containing gel, plasmids containing negative supercoils run slower because of the addition of positive writhe compared to relaxed plasmid.
Chloroquine intercalation caused topoisomers induced by Nap1 with Cse4 octamers to move slower than initially relaxed (R) circular plasmid. Therefore, these topoisomers were negatively (Figure 3 ) to calculate the number of GFP copies per focus. The number of Nup159, Nup49, and Nic96 molecules in a single NPC is predicted to be 8, 16, and 32, respectively (Alber et al., 2007a; Alber et al., 2007b; Cronshaw et al., 2002; Rout et al., 2000; Wente and Rout, 2010) . The average number of Nup159-EGFP, Nup49-EGFP, and Nic96-EGFP molecules in a single NPC was 8 (n = 17), 16 (n = 21), and 32 (n = 29) compared to 16 copies/cluster of Cse4-EGFP at G1 (n = 45) and 32 copies/cluster in anaphase B (n = 50). Error bars represent ± the standard deviation. supercoiled, as expected for an octasome species. Strikingly, the topoisomers induced by Scm3 did not show a simple pattern that would indicate 100% negative or positive supercoiling ( Figure 7E ). However, the supercoils that formed with Scm3 appeared to be more positive compared to those assembled with Nap1. If our assembly reactions contained some nucleosomes that have DNA wrapped in a right-handed configuration, or even some nucleosomes that simply have less left-handed Centromeric nucleosomes were assembled on a plasmid containing ten copies of CEN1 or 5S positioning sequence (Shivaraju et al., 2011) . (A) Schematic representation of the mononucleosome purification is shown. Chromatin was reconstituted on the plasmid containing ten copies of CEN1, MNase treated for 5 min, and the mixture was fractionated on a superdex-200 column by using a Smart system. The mononucleosome fraction was recovered for further analysis.
(B and C) Protein content was analyzed by SDS-PAGE (B) for Nap1 Cse4 assembled mononucleosomes or western blotting (C) for Scm3 assembled Cse4 mononucleosomes. (D) A molecular size standard was run on the same column used for fractionation, and an apparent MW standard curve was created. Error is estimated to be ±10 kDa. The MW of an assembled nucleosome is calculated to be 530 kD for Nap1 assembled and 320 kDa for Scm3 assembled nucleosomes. The calculated weight for an octamer and DNA is 229 kDa. (E) Chromatin assembly reactions were performed by incubating the relaxed CEN1 or 5S plasmid separately with the indicated proteins. Topoisomers are separated on an agarose gel without chloroquine (top panel) or with chloroquine (bottom panel). The Scm3 assembled nucleosomes do not exhibit the same shift in topoisomers observed in the Nap1 assembled nucleosomes. (F) H2A-FLAG ChIP was conducted as in Figure 5C except that crosslinking was omitted and the chromatin was treated with MNase prior to immunoprecipitation. The results from a single time course are shown; the experiment was repeated twice with similar results. As a control we performed the ChIP on a strain without a FLAG tag on H2A (no tag).
wrapping (e.g., less DNA wrapped), this could account for the observed results. We speculate that DNA could be wrapped differently around a Cse4 histone complex by using different chaperones.
The Cse4 nucleosomes we have reconstituted in vitro possess H2A and H2B. A distinguishing feature of the hexasome model is the absence of H2A and H2B. To address whether H2A is absent at centromeres at any stage over the cell cycle, we carried out a ChIP experiment with staged cells. We found that H2A was present at centromeres throughout the cell cycle, including anaphase cells ( Figure 7F ). This result suggests that both of the Cse4-containing structures in vivo contain H2A. This result is inconsistent with a hexasome.
DISCUSSION
To fully appreciate the behavior of centromeric nucleosomes in yeast, we analyzed their composition in live cells by using several fluorescent microscopy methods and chromatin biochemistry. Our data suggest that there are 32 Cse4 molecules per centromere cluster at anaphase B and 16 Cse4s per centromere cluster during the rest of the cell cycle. By using the SPB as a cell-cycle phase marker, we defined the transition point as early anaphase. Although unexpected, these results are further supported by independent brightness measurements in budding yeast and C. albicans, comparisons to Nups, FRET, sequential ChIP analysis showing Cse4-Cse4 interaction in anaphase, and FRAP showing Cse4 deposition in anaphase. We show that both structures have H2A but the anaphase structure lacks Scm3. Taken together our data are consistent with a cell-cycle-coupled oscillation between a hemisome structure from G1 to metaphase and an octasome structure during anaphase. A cell-cycle-coupled oscillation between hemisomes and octasomes has also been demonstrated in human cells (Bui et al., 2012 , this issue of Cell). There has been a heated debate over the structure of centromeric nucleosomes with strong experimental support for several models. Our studies help to reconcile part of the debate because the structure appears to be dynamic.
Our FCS/calibrated imaging and FRET data showed a transition from the one Cse4/nucleosome structure to the two molecule structure during early anaphase. In this stage we detected some clusters with intermediate values between 16 and 32 Cse4 copies. This suggests that the structural transition of all the centromeric nucleosomes in all the chromosomes is not completely concurrent. Moreover, the doubling of the Cse4-EGFP intensity measurement over the cell cycle took several minutes. Sister chromosomes start to move toward the spindle poles in anaphase A, and rapid elongation of the spindle separates the centromere clusters/spindle poles at anaphase B (He et al., 2000; Straight et al., 1997; Yeh et al., 1995) . Kinetochore-microtubule attachments impose sufficient tension and force on sister chromosomes to transiently separate centromeric chromatin during prometaphase (He et al., 2000) . We speculate that the loss of Scm3 in combination with tension and force on centromeric nucleosomes could influence the structural transition (Bancaud et al., 2007; Lavelle et al., 2009) . The transition back to the one-copy structure appears to occur in telophase, and we speculate that this transition may normally rely on Scm3 but not new Cse4 deposition. In centromeres with tens to hundreds of CENP-A nucleosomes, the force exerted on CENP-A nucleosomes may be more variable, such that the existence of the hemisome is mainly controlled by chaperone activity.
A common denominator in the structural changes observed in yeast and human cells is the presence of an octasome when Scm3/HJURP is absent. We speculate that the hemisome may be specified by Scm3, and additional chaperones may be involved in octasome formation. Structural studies are consistent with this proposal because the absence of Scm3 would expose the domain of Cse4 needed for dimerization and octasome formation (Cho and Harrison, 2011; Hu et al., 2011) . Also consistent with this proposal, additional chaperones have been reported to be associated with the centromeric histone H3 variant (Furuyama et al., 2006) . Although Scm3 is required for Cse4 nucleosome assembly (Camahort et al., 2007; Mizuguchi et al., 2007; Stoler et al., 2007) , depletion of Scm3 following Cse4 nucleosome assembly still activates the spindle assembly checkpoint, indicating that the presence of Scm3 at centromeres is required to pass the checkpoint and suggesting that the structure of this nucleosome may be carefully monitored (Shivaraju et al., 2011) . Furthermore, when Scm3 is overexpressed, its presence at centromeres does not oscillate, and chromosome loss occurs (Mishra et al., 2011) , suggesting the oscillation is important for euploidy. Further studies will be required to understand how chaperone dynamics regulate the structure of centromeric nucleosomes over the cell cycle, and how this contributes to chromosome segregation.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Yeast Strains
The S. cerevisiae and C. albicans strains used in this study are listed in Table  S1 . Karyotyping by qPCR as previously described (Pavelka et al., 2010) was done to examine the ploidy level of strains used in microscopy studies ( Figures  S4 and S5 ).
Microscopic Techniques
All microscope images were acquired by using a Carl Zeiss LSM-510 Confocal microscope (Jena, Germany), outfitted with a ConfoCor 3 module and two single-photon counting avalanche photodiodes (APD's). A C-Apochromat 40 3 1.2 NA water objective was used. A HFT 488/561 main dichroic allowed excitation of GFP (488 nm laser line) and mCherry (561 nm laser). A secondary NFT 565 beam splitter was used as an emission dichroic. After passage through a 505-550 nm BP or LP 580 filter for GFP and mCherry, respectively, photon counts were collected on APDs in single-photon counting mode. For cell-cycle series/movies the cells were maintained on 2% agar pads at room temperature. For more details of FCS, FRAP, and FRET measurements see Extended Experimental Procedures.
Cell Staging, Crosslinked, and MNase ChIP For more details of cell synchronization-release experiments, FACS, nuclear morphology analyses, formaldehyde crosslinking, and MNase ChIP/qPCR see Extended Experimental Procedures.
Expression and Purification of Recombinant Protein
Histone chaperones Scm3 and Nap1 and yeast recombinant histones (H3, H4, H2A, H2B, and Cse4) were individually expressed in E. coli and purified as previously described (Luger et al., 1997; Shivaraju et al., 2011) .
Reconstitution of Protein Complexes and In Vitro Chromatin Assembly
Cse4-containing histone octamers were reconstituted by using established protocols (Luger et al., 1999) . The assembly of chromatin was performed as previously described (Camahort et al., 2009; Ito et al., 1997; Shivaraju et al., 2011) . For more information see Extended Experimental Procedures.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures, seven figures, one table, and four movies and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2012.05.034.
